Mental Health Response Advisory Committee (MHRAC)
Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, September 19, 2017
In Attendance:
Co-Chair Danny Whatley, The Rock at Noon Day
Rick Miera, Executive Committee
Nancy Koenigsberg, Disability Rights NM
Nils Rosenbaum, M.D., APD Behavioral Health
Division
Paula Burton, Peer Representative
David Webster Ellen Braden, CABQ-Dept. of Family & Comm.
Services
Robert Salazar, NAMI/Peer Representative
Michele Franowski, F I C
Lieutenant. Zach Wesley
Betty Whiton, NAMI
William E. Narrow, MD., M.P.H., UNM Dept. of
Psychiatry

Steve Bringe, Peer Representative
Auditor: Cynthia Martinez, APD
Scribe: Yvette Marentes, APD
Absent:
Det. Matt Tinney, APD Crisis Intervention Unit
David Ley, NM Solutions
Yvette Garcia, APD/C.O.A.S.T.

Meeting called to order at 5:01 pm, quorum of 10 was met at time of start.
Welcome first time guests
There were a few new guest in attendance, Ryan Deeds introduced himself; he recently became an eCIT
certified officer, Owen Holly, a professor at the University of New Mexico and a board member from
NAMI (National Alliance on Mental Illness.)
Approval of meeting minutes
Motion made by Danny Whatley to approve August 2017 meeting minutes.
Discussion on meeting minutes and amendments to the minutes were suggested.
Motion made by Danny Whatley to approve August 2017 meeting minutes as amended.
Minutes approved with amendments. 10-0
Lieutenant John Gonzales replacement
Nominations were made to appoint a replacement for John Gonzales. Lieutenant Zach Wesley was
nominated by Nils Rosenbaum. Nominations were closed by Danny Whatley with none opposed to the
nomination. Lieutenant Zach Wesley joined the MHRAC Board..
Nominations for other council members
Three (3) more members of the board are still needed. Please think about anyone that you think would
be a good fit, this will be addressed again at an upcoming meeting.
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SOP 2-19 Comments Review
Rick Miera and Danny Whatley are working on presenting these, there have been no changes or
suggestions to the way they are written. Nancy Koenigsberg sent her corrections to Danny to review.
Nancy Koenigsberg let the group know that the policy changes are small however it is valuable to see the
willingness of APD to make adjustments and are accepting of feedback for improvement. She has minor
suggestions, and hopes there comes a time when behavioral health infrastructure is in place so it is less
necessary to have these interactions. At this time, it is an excellent guide and she appreciates the work
that has been done to put this together.
Danny Whatley stated that due to lack of services available, we are seeing more incidents with
people in mental health crisis on the streets. We have had more and more violence lately, there was
almost an assault at the Rock at Noon Day today. It is one of those things where we are seeing more and
more homeless in crisis.
The officers in attendance were asked if they had any feedback regarding these concerns and
what their experience is when out in the field. Deputy Chief Eric Garcia let the group know that yes,
there is an increase in calls for service each year and Lieutenant Zach Wesley agreed that there is
definitely in increase but it is mainly due to our society and as society grows so does substance abuse
problems which in turn, lead to more mental health issues. With limited services in Albuquerque,
families have nowhere to turn to get the help that is needed and end up turning to APD.
A few months ago when Dr Eide from the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) came to speak
about the Arnold Assessment Tool, she stated that jailed diversion is sometimes treatment diversion.
Sometimes we move to get people out of jail or diverted from jail but their needs to be a system in place
to keep them if needed. Normally folks will have time to detox and get stabilized if they are
incarcerated. Rick Miera stated that we are going to continue to have the discussion that jail diversion is
also treatment diversion discussion at the MDC Oversight meeting coming up.
Reminder SOPRC meeting is tomorrow, 09.20.2017 at 1:00pm, Cynthia Martinez apologized for the quick
turnaround but it is necessary.
Public Comment (two minutes per person, 15 minutes total)

Deputy Chief Eric Garcia informed everyone at MHRAC that effective last week 09.15.2017 he has
removed himself from CASA oversight and is returning to his position over the Investigative Bureau.
Deputy Chief Eric Garcia stated the reason he stepped down is, he was promised staff, support, and the
ability to make decisions, but he was unable to do so. He wasn’t given the authority that he needed and
there were too many conflicts. It was his suggestion to change things back to the way they were. One of
the contributing factors was Acting Major Shane Rogers retired, he had taken charge of the Investigative
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Bureau, and with his retirement Deputy Chief Eric Garcia was doing two jobs. We will have a better idea
of what is going to happen after the election is over.

~ Jim Ogle, an attendee at the meeting made a comment that there is an issue of police and first
responders not being able to do their jobs and the thinks the issue will get worse if the federal government
cuts Medicaid or decreases the coverage. He asked if MHRAC can put together a joint statement to go
the Department of Justice and up the ladder. There is an increased number of people on the streets with
mental health issues.
Danny Whatley responded and stated that if we couched it within the responsibilities CASA has
given MHRAC we can put something together but it may be limited.
Nancy Koenigsberg thinks it is a fabulous idea, the senate is moving now to try and get a bill passed
before the end of the month that will decimate Medicaid as we know it. Maybe MHRAC can find a
paragraph in the CASA to advocate to. We can also look at what is going on the state level and on the
federal level that is happening now.
Jim Ogle (attendee) stated that it is something even after Oct. 1 people are going to be playing
with the health system. Somehow it needs to show Law enforcement and behavioral health are
intertwined and need to work together.
Danny Whatley let him know that we have members in every sub committees from every
resource, we can put on the agenda upcoming. To discuss how to focus community wide efforts in a way
that makes sense.
Rick Miera stated that this topic might be appropriate for our SOPRC meeting tomorrow. Because
this topic deals with behavioral health and if we are collectively putting together a statement it may be a
good idea to discuss. ~
~ Danny Whatley stated that the problem is that we have invested all of these resources and they
are letting people that we have been treating back out of jail. Some people will not seek treatment if
they are released.
Jim Ogle agreed that people are on their medication while in the jail, however that may not be
the case after released. ~
~ Deputy Chief Eric Garcia made an announcement congratulating CIU Detective Justin
Trebitowski on his promotion to sergeant which will take place on the 29th. ~

Presentation and discussion (Dr. Winograd)
Presentation attached to the meeting minutes and can be found on the MHRAC website at:
https://www.cabq.gov/mental-health-response-advisory-committee/mental-health-response-advisorycommittee-resources-links-documents/mental-health-response-advisory-committee-documents

Questions/Clarification:
What is considered use of force?
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The definition of use of force has changed because there are so many hands on interactions with the
public. Deputy Chief Eric Garcia stated that the use of force has gone up by number because of the
definition change. In the past the definition was for only serious uses of force, now it includes even the
minor ones.
An attendee asked, what was not considered use of force that is now considered?
Basically it is anything that is hands on, if you are under arrest and you do not comply and an officer grabs
your hands and puts them behind your back that is a use of force. In the past it was not considered a use
of force but now it is.
There was some concern in the audience about use of force with a women that was recently in
the paper. It was explained that she was taken to the hospital by police because she was suicidal and
wanted to “die by cop” she was released a short time later. Police were called out again and she came out
with a wallet pretending it was a weapon, she was taken back into custody and released soon after again.
Police were then called again, she had a gun and was trying to fight with police and, during this incident,
she was shot in the leg.
Nils Rosenbaum stated that she clearly needs help but if someone is determined to hurt and kill
themselves there is not much that can be done. They have talked to her and tried to reason with her and
she was very determined. Danny Whatley wanted to confirm that when officers are trained, they are not
trained to shoot someone in the leg, it is a lethal shot. Deputy Chief Eric Garcia confirmed that is true
however there was a CIT officer on the scene and they tried to handle it as best as they could.
-A member in the audience asked what area on the map of the presentation needs more eCIT officers. It
was explained that the area that needs more eCIT officers is mainly the foothills command and the
Northeast. (Look at map with red zone)
-Nils Rosenbaum informed the group that APD now has resident Psychiatrists in their 2nd year that are
going out with officers during visits. (Partnerships slides)
-Jim Ogle, an attendee asked about the beginning of presentation it was discussed the number of calls
where people had weapons. Do you keep track of whether officers knew there were weapons when they
were going into the call?
Deputy Chief Eric Garcia explained that the information is not tracked but dispatch will give the
officer as much information as possible going into the call.
Dr. Winograd stated that they can take a look at it but not sure if there is enough data to be
accurate when reporting these types of numbers. Maybe we can see which of these are common
scenarios.
-Nancy Koenigsberg mentioned that collectively tracking what is obligated in the CASA is helpful and being
able to ask questions is helpful.
She asked Dr. Winograd about a comment that was made a few times that if there is one firearm
death, and it goes viral that is a problem, she wanted to know what he meant by the comment.
Dr. Winograd stated that he is showing us statistics and the actual numbers are small but you get
an incident that becomes huge in the media. If one goes bad, it becomes a huge thing. There is statistical
significations and social significance. Numbers are low and officers are doing better and better. This is
the reason we need to have systems of support.
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- Betty Whiton asked what percentage of calls go to a home as opposed to on the street.
Dr. Winograd stated that this is not being tracked at the moment but that but we can take a look
at location and can start to track that kind of data. We are starting to be able to take a much close look at
familiar faces and other individuals and repeat individuals.
Betty Whiton stated that we also need to be able to look at repeat contacts and see more data
on that as well.

Report and update from CIU, APD and Dr. Rosenbaum
Nils Rosenbaum stated things are going very well in the Crisis Intervention Unit, two new C.O.A.S.T. people
will be hired, we are continuing to work towards 12 detectives and a sergeant in the unit at some point.
Deputy Chief Eric Garcia stated that the sergeant position will open up next week and we should
have a total of 12 officers by end of October.
Nils Rosenbaum let the group know that the IACP (International Association of Chiefs of Police) has a
production film and they are making a short film of APD’s Crisis Intervention Team, Crisis Intervention
Unit, and the whole program that will be shown to IACP and then will be our video. Danny Whatley and
Robert Salazar were both interviewed and did a great job.
Danny Whatley sated that for the Video, there were 5 people interviewed and 4 were from
MHRAC; once the film is finished they will bring it and show it to MHRAC.
Nils Rosenbaum discussed the CIT international conference and that it went very well it was in
Florida. CIU presented on the ECHO model, Dr. Winograd presented very similar presentation as to what
he did today, one on CIT after the DOJ, and one on active listening. All presentations were well received.
A lot of people from other cities and states wanted information and have contacted them.

Discussion of MOU between APD and UNM
The update is that the MOU’s on the cusp of being signed by everyone that needs to sign it. No further
updates.
Nancy Koenigsberg added that she read a description of incident she thinks that people should know
about. It stated that on August 23rd, narcotics officers went to Robinson Park with the Crisis Intervention
Unit and the Crisis Outreach and Support Team and made felony arrests as well as community outreach
for people that needed it. She thinks it is a pretty terrific outcome.
Danny Whatley added that St. Martins is now utilizing the Chiefs overtime which is a good thing, he thinks
MHRAC has had a lot to do with this outcome.
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Report and update from sub-committees
Paula Burton stated that the most important thing is to let everyone know that Training Sub-Committee
meeting has been moved to October 2nd. We have more on our plate now courtesy of the community.
We are reviewing the models of the CIT training and trying to get started on our statement for the end of
year review. They are considering all of the good things and not so good thing and what they would like
to see happen. They can definitely use more hands and minds if anyone else is interested in joining the
Training Sub-Committee.
Danny Whatley asked for clarification on the role of the training sub committee
Cynthia Martinez explained that the training subcommittee is going through and formally reviewing
all CIT related classes, such as the cadet classes, the 40 hour class, the 8 hour CIT Class, and the
Telecommunicator CIT Class, as well as anything else that BHD teaches that MHRAC can give feedback on.
The committee reviews 2-4 classes and then meets monthly to discuss the trainings and make
recommendations on any changes they think should be made.


Verify every member has a sub committee

Danny Whatley stated that all members of MHRAC need to be a member of a sub-committee. These
are things we have gotten written up for in the past from the monitor.
Ellen Braden stated that they are without a chair for the Resource Sub-Committee, they are meeting
directly after this meeting if you need a sub-committee to get onto, meet with us.
Ellen Braden also stated that the agency was selected for the Mobile Crisis Teams and they are under
contract negotiations but cannot discuss many details as the contracts are not finalized.
Comments from Co-chairs
-Nancy Koenigsberg had a comment about incident goes virial that was brought up previously in during
Dr. Winograd’s presentation. She commented that if something goes bad and somebody dies it is an
opportunity to look at it and see if anything could have been done to prevent the death. If we talk about
things such as social response but to say that it being on the media means that either the police are
blamed or person’s life is devalued somehow, she is uncomfortable with that. Training is to recognize if
there is something to be learned. Just because there are only a few deaths, doesn’t mean it is a good
thing. What can we learn and recognize from that.
Danny Whatley comment on this and stated that he doesn’t think that is what Dr. Winograd meant
but we all understand what Nancy Koenigsberg means by these comments.
Deputy Chief Eric Garcia commented that we are learning from what is happening. To see that
these numbers are going down means we are doing something right but we do learn from it. If an instant
doesn’t turn out the way we want it to and the way community wants, we do not want to detract from
what we have done and the progress that has been made.
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Paula Burton addresses that the sensationalism doesn’t devalue the life that was taken but puts
devalues their life of the life that took that person more than just their job. One thing goes viral and then
the public goes after that person.
-Danny Whatley discussed the end of year report and updated everyone that MHRAC should have a rough
draft by the October meeting.

Next meeting, 10/17/2017, 2017 (Discuss Thanksgiving week meeting)
Think about November and December meetings so that we can think about those meetings falling so close
to the holidays and discuss at next meeting.
Meeting was adjourned at 6:43pm
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The Albuquerque
Police Department
Crisis Intervention Unit
Data Book: A Working
Compendium
Version Date: September 15, 2017
Dr. Peter Winograd, Policy Analyst, CIU, APD
pwinograd@cabq.gov
Kylynn Brown, Data Analyst, CIU, APD
kylynnbrown@cabq.gov

Background
In 2014, the City Of Albuquerque and the U.S. Department of Justice entered into an agreement often referred
to as the CASA (Court Appointed Settlement Agreement) which identified a number of actions to be
completed by the Albuquerque Police Department (APD).

The CASA paragraphs #129 and #137 direct APD to collect data on the use of crisis intervention certified
responders for management purposes and to demonstrate the impact of and inform modifications to crisis
prevention services. These data include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

date, shift, and area command of the incident;
subject’s age, race/ethnicity, and gender;
whether the subject was armed and the type of
weapon;
whether the subject claims to be a U.S. military
veteran;
name and badge number of crisis intervention
certified responder or CIU detective on the scene;
whether a supervisor responded to the scene;

•
•
•
•
•
•

techniques or equipment used;
any injuries to officers, subjects, or others;
disposition of the encounter (e.g., arrest,
citation, referral); and
a brief narrative of the event (if not included in
any other document).
number of individuals in the COAST and CIU
case loads;
number of individuals receiving crisis
prevention services

CASA paragraph #130 also directs APD to these data to continually improve police training; practices and
polices; and to identify systemic issues that impede the Department’s ability to provide an appropriate
responses individuals experiencing a mental health crisis.
The APD Crisis Intervention Unit Data Book is one way APD provides information about these data and our
efforts to use this information to continually strengthen our ability to protect and serve our community.
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Data Definitions
1.

Throughout this report we refer to behavioral health related computer aided
dispatch (CAD) incidents and police reports. Computer Aided Dispatches are
911 calls that are categorized as suicide or behavioral health in CAD
descriptions. If CAD calls turn into incidents that required police reports, these
reports may be categorized as suicide, behavioral health, mental commit,
mental patient, or psychiatric evaluation depending on which record system is
used and what year the report was filed.

2.

The data come from Tiburon and other dynamic data bases and are
continually updated as reports are completed and revised.

3.

We fully understand that our data is based on behavioral health related
incidents which are known to be behavioral health related by law
enforcement at the time of occurrence. There are probably many incidents
which are classified in other ways which have a behavioral health components
and are missed in our analyses.

4.

We are committed to improving our data collection and analyses and we have
made some important strides so far. But clearly, complete and accurate data
in law enforcement is a journey rather than a destination.
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The Number Of Behavioral Health Related Police Reports
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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The Number Of Behavioral Health Related Police Reports By Shift
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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The Number Of Behavioral Health Related Police Reports By Area Command
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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The Age Of Individuals In Behavioral Health Related Police Reports
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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The Gender Of Individuals In Behavioral Health Related Police Reports
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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The Race/Ethnicity Of Individuals In Behavioral Health Related Police Reports
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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Was The Subject Armed In The Behavioral Health Related Police Reports?
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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What Type Of Weapon Was Used When Subject Was Armed?
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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Was The Subject A Veteran In The Behavioral Health Related Police Reports?
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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Did A Supervisor Respond To The Scene?
January, 2017 To June, 2017
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The Number And Percentage Of Behavioral Health Related CAD That Were Covered By Field
Officers With ECIT Training From January 2017 To June 2017
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What Techniques Or Equipment Was Used In Incidents Which Involved Use Of Force?
January, 2017 To June, 2017
There were approximately 3,500 behavioral
health related CAD in the first six months of
2017. During that time, there were 18 Use of
Force Cases related to those CAD.
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What Injuries Occurred To Officers In Incidents Which Involved Use Of Force?
January, 2017 To June, 2017

There were approximately 3,500 behavioral
health related CAD in the first six months of
2017. During that time, there were 18 Use of
Force Cases related to those CAD.
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What Injuries Occurred To Subjects Or Others In Incidents Which Involved Use Of
Force? January, 2017 To June, 2017

There were approximately 3,500 behavioral
health related CAD in the first six months of
2017. During that time, there were 18 Use of
Force Cases related to those CAD.
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The Number And Percentage Of The Dispositions Of Behavioral Heath Related CAD
From January To June 2017

Data in this chart was compiled from all behavioral health and suicide calls that came into dispatch and compared to reports that were
filed from those calls to determine the final outcome. No law enforcement action needed are calls in which officers responded but did not
take any report or action. Some individuals may have been involved in multiple incidents.
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Number of Individuals Assigned To CIU Detectives From
January, 2015 To August, 2017

These are the number of individuals assigned to CIU Detectives by year.
Caseloads for Detectives are cumulative.
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The Number Of Individuals Assisted By COAST
January, 2017 To August, 2017
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Example Data Reports
That Illustrate How APD Uses Data For Continual Improvement
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An Overview Of
CIT Incidents In
Albuquerque
Prepared For:
Albuquerque Police Department
Enhanced Crisis Intervention Training
Fall, 2017
Prepared By
Dr. Peter Winograd, Policy Analyst, CIU, APD
pwinograd@cabq.gov
Kylynn Brown, Data Analyst, CIU, APD
kylynnbrown@cabq.gov

Introduction
Effective CIT programs are built on core elements including partnerships
among law enforcement, advocacy groups, and mental health providers;
community ownership; policies and procedures; highly-trained professionals in
law enforcement and mental health advocacy; a rich curriculum; mental health
emergency services and other support services. Assembling all of these
elements into a coherent program is clearly a challenge in itself.
Once these elements are in place, it is essential to measure the impact of the
CIT Program on the quality of life for individuals dealing with mental illness; on
the perceptions and confidence of police officers; on the effectiveness of
community supports; and on the sense of vibrancy of the community at large.
A number of communities, including Albuquerque, have many of the CIT
program elements in place. Now we face the challenge of really understanding
if we are making a difference and if anyone is better off.
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How Might We Think About CIT Core Elements And Outcomes?
Core Elements

Outcome Questions
1. How do we evaluate the reduction of use of force with
individuals dealing with mental health issues?
2. How do we evaluate the effectiveness of jail diversion
efforts?

Highly Trained Professionals in Law Enforcement & Mental
Health Advocacy; A Rich curriculum; Policies and Procedures

3. How do we evaluate the impact of repeat encounters with
the same individuals?
4. How do we evaluate the quality of the ECIT Training for
officers particularly in the quality of interactions these
officers have with individuals dealing with mental health
issues?

Mental Health Emergency Services and Other Support
Services

5. How do we evaluate the impact of our relationships with
mental health emergency services and other support
services?

Partnerships Among Law Enforcement, Advocacy Groups, and
Mental Health Providers; Community Ownership

6. How do we evaluate the impact of our partnerships with
other law enforcement agencies, advocacy groups, and
the community?
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The Number Of APD’s BH-Related CAD Calls Has Increased 60.4% Since 2010. It Is
Very Likely Those Calls Will Continue To Increase

APD CAD Calls All Priorities
Source: APD CIU 3.10.17
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In 2016, APD Field Officers Responded To 6,092 CIT-Related CAD Calls

Source: APD Real Time Crime Center
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How CIT-Related CAD Calls In 2016 Varied By Area Command And By Month
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How CIT-Related CAD Calls In 2016 Changed By Day Of The Week
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How CIT-Related CAD Calls In 2016 Changed By Time Of Day

Time of Day
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How APD Field Officers’ CIT-Related ARS Reports Have Changed Over Time

30

Albuquerque
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APD Field Officers Filed Almost 19,000 BH-Related ARS Reports Between 2010 and 2016
(Number of Reports By Beat)
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How APD Field Officers’ BH-Related ARS Reports Have Changed By Beat
Over Time From 2014 To 2016
3,484 BH-Related Field Reports In 2014

3,259 BH-Related Field Reports In 2015

2,730 BH-Related Field Reports In 2016
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The Change In BH Reports By Beat From 2014 To 2016

Legend
Percent Difference
In CIT Reports From
2014 To 2016
-80.6% - -52.9%
-52.8% - -36.2%
-36.1% - -20.6%
-20.5% - -2.6%
-2.5% - 21.4%
21.5% - 50%
50.1% - 150%
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How do we evaluate the reduction of use
of force with individuals dealing with
mental health issues?
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All Calls For Service Vs. Use Of Force Incidents
August 2016 To January 2017
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Use Of Force Cases By Year By Behavioral Health Related Category

Policy on UOF Reporting Changed In
January 2016

Data Are Preliminary And These Are Cases Which Were Known To Law Enforcement As Behavioral Health Related At The Time
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The Types Of Use Of Force By Officer Reports By Year Behavioral Health Related Category

Data Are Preliminary And These Are Cases Which Were Known To Law Enforcement As Behavioral Health Related At The Time
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The 41 Use Of Force Cases Involving Firearms By Year By Behavioral Health Related Category

8/8/17 Incident
under review

Data Are Preliminary And These Are Cases Which Were Known To Law Enforcement As Behavioral Health Related At The Time
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Thoughts To Consider
• Each use of force or firearm discharge is important. Numbers are not the only
story.
• Identifying all types of use of force and whether incidents are behavioral
health related is complex. Both of these factors requires careful vetting.
• The UOF reports in behavioral health related incidents has been a
consistently low percentage of the overall uses of force. In addition, the
types of force used in these incidents have been on the lower level of force
types. Please note that one inappropriate use of force is too many, but the
overall pattern argues that APD is minimizing the use of force with individuals
suffering from behavioral health crisis.
• The FAD reports in behavioral health related incidents indicates that the
incident on August 8, 2017 was the first firearm discharge to have occurred
since May of 2014. That incident is under review.
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How do we evaluate the effectiveness of
jail diversion efforts?
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The Number of Behavioral Health Related CAD From January To June 2017
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The Number And Percentage Of The Dispositions Of BH Related CAD
From January To June 2017
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How do we evaluate the impact of our
relationships with mental health emergency
services and other support services?
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The Number Of BH Related CAD By Emergency Service From January To June 2017
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Thoughts To Consider
• CIU has built strong relationships with emergency room
doctors.
• Hospitals are the most expensive option.
• Hospitals have limited resources.
• How do we track the individuals who repeatedly use
emergency services and intervene in ways that are more
effective?
• Jail diversion can sometimes be treatment diversion.
• The issues of behavior health and drug use.
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How do we evaluate the impact of repeat
encounters with the same individuals?
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The Story Of Mr. A
• Mr. A is in his mid-30’s and living with schizophrenia and
serious substance abuse.
• Mr. A has had several violent encounters with police.
• Mr. A has felony warrants including False Imprisonment,
Battery upon a Household Member, Resisting and Evading An
Officer, Aggravated Battery With A Deadly Weapon Resulting
in Great Bodily Harm.
• Mr. A has a history of using methamphetamines and other
narcotics.
• Mr. A has numerous documented contacts with police officers
between 2012 and 2017.
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Mr. A
12/22/2012
Placed in custody for
causing a disturbance
at a church.

1/8/2015
Mr. A was located and
arrested.

1/7/2015
Officers received calls that
Mr. A was threatening
neighbors. Detectives
attempted to make
contact but no contact
was made.

5/11/15
Mr. A was released from
hospital and booked into
jail. His house was posted
substandard.

5/8/15
Mr. A stabbed a person
with a broken piece of
mirror then barricaded
himself in his house. This
resulted in a SWAT
Response. Mr. A fought
through taser and K9 and
injured a SWAT Officer.

6/18/15
Field Officers inform CIU
that Mr. A is inside his
residence which is still
posted substandard.

5/13/15
Mr. A’s case was
assigned to CIU who
began working with
District Attorney and Pre
Trial Services.

What Seems To Be Working And Not Working?
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Mr. A (Continued)
6/9/2015
CIU visited with Mr. A
and learned that he
was not currently
receiving services. His
aunt had bonded him
out of jail.

6/16/15
CIU visited Mr. A in jail
and he was receptive to
the visit.

6/10/2016
Mr. A’s aunt called to say
he had pushed her
several times. Officer
responded to the call and
Mr. A was taken into
custody.

4/14/16
CIU was informed that Mr. A
was inside his residence. Mr.
A was taken into custody and
transported to the hospital
and then jail.

4/4/2016
CIU learned that Mr. A
was no longer in jail. He
could not be contacted
and had an outstanding
felony warrant. CIU issued
a safety bulletin.

1/26/2017
CIU worked with field
officers to take Mr. A to
jail.

7/14/16
Mr. A’s aunt bonded him out of
jail and he is staying with her.
Mr. A is currently receiving
medication and is compliant.
However, hospital services did
not get Mr.A into a program for
receiving his medications.

What Seems To Be Working And Not Working?
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Mr. A (Continued)
2/15/17
CIU receives a call
from Mr. A who is out of
jail and requesting
assistance from CIU in
working with probation
officer.

2/3/17
CIU visits with Mr. A in
jail.

2/21/17-2/27/17
CIU conducts multiple
visits with Mr. A who has
good rapport with
detectives but is having
issues.

2/27/17
CIU and field officers
conduct a pickup order
with Mr. A who goes
willingly to the doctor.

3/1/17 – 6/7/17
CIU conducts nine home
visits with Mr. A who is
taking medication, living in
a new address and seems
to be doing well.

What Seems To Be Working And Not Working?
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Thoughts To Consider
• The amount of time and effort that CIU detectives and
clinicians put into building relationships with individuals is
impressive.
• When possible, the importance of slowing down the
interaction between individuals and officers.
• Helping individuals who face both drug addiction and mental
health issues requires specialized systems of support.
• Every part of the behavioral health system has to be working
in order to have a long term impact on individuals.
• Careful analysis of case studies is important both for the field
and for individual agencies.
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How do we evaluate the quality of the
ECIT training for officers?
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The Number Of Officers And Others Receiving ECIT Training From October 2016 To July 2017
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The Number And Percentage Of Behavioral Health Related CAD That Were Covered By Field
Officers With ECIT Training From January 2017 To June 2017
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The Number Behavioral Health Related CAD Compared To Other CAD
From January 2017 To June 2017

56

Duration For Selected CAD Calls, In Hours, From When
The Officer Is Dispatched To The Time The CAD Is Closed

BHD CAD Duration
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The Number Of Behavioral Health Related CAD By Beat And The Percent Of Those Calls That
Were Covered By Field Officers With ECIT Training From January 2017 To June 2017

58

Beats With High Numbers Of Behavioral Health Related CADS And Low Percentages
Of Those CADS Covered By Field Officers With ECIT Training From January 2017 To June 2017

How Might We Think
About How To Deploy
Our Limited Resources?

Beat
413
423
422
523
532
531
336
431

Total BH
CAD
130
114
107
102
95
93
83
81

Percent Covered
By ECIT
10.0%
13.2%
10.3%
18.6%
5.3%
11.8%
18.1%
18.5%
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The Disposition Of Behavioral Health Related CAD By ECIT Trained Field
Officers And Non ECIT Trained Field Officers

Data Are Preliminary And These Are Cases Which Were Known To Law Enforcement As Behavioral Health Related At The Time
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Use Of Force In Behavioral Health Related CAD From January 1, 2017 To June 30, 2017
By Officer Who Were ECIT Trained Compared To Officers Who Were Not ECIT Trained

8/8/17 Incident
under review

Data Are Preliminary And These Are Cases Which Were Known To Law Enforcement As Behavioral Health Related At The Time
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Thoughts To Consider
• How Does APD Determine Which CIT Calls Need To Be Covered By ECIT?
• All CIT CADs including both original and final call type?
• Determination by Emergency Communications 911 and Dispatch
Operators?
• By Priority, Location and History?
• How Does APD Determine How Officers Are Deployed?
• By Shift?
• By Area Command?
• By Days?
• When Do CIU Detectives Get Deployed?
• What Changes Need To Be Made To SOP and Telecommunicator Training?
• What is the process for an ECIT officer to be pulled from an active
dispatch to a high priority CIT CAD?
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How do we evaluate the impact of our
partnerships with other law enforcement
agencies, advocacy groups, and the
community?
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Some Of Our Partners
Mental Health
Response Advisory
Committee

City Of Albuquerque Family
& Community Services
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How Partners Can Help Each Other Improve Their Effectiveness

APD And The University
Have Signed An Agreement
That Enables Resident
Physicians To Get
Education Credit When
Working With APD
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65

Bernalillo County and City Of Albuquerque Boundaries

Source: https://www.cabq.gov/gis/geographic-information-systems-data
66

2016 CAD Calls For Albuquerque Police Department And Bernalillo County Sheriff’s
Department Priority 1 & 2 Calls By Month

Sources: APD CIU 3.10.17; BCSD 3.28.17
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Combined, APD And BCSD Responded To 7,235 Priority 1 & 2 CIT-Related CAD Calls
In 2016

Sources: APD CIU 3.10.17; BCSD 3.28.17
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2016 CIT-Related CAD Calls For APD And BCSD Combined By Beat
Priority 1 & 2 Calls Only

3 - 19

20 - 42

43 - 83

84 - 145

146 - 291

Legend: Number OF CIT-Related CAD Calls Per Beat
Source: APD & BCSD 3.28.17
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Request For
Proposals For
Behavioral Health
Clinicians For
Mobile Crisis
Teams
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The Crisis Intervention Team Knowledge Network ECHO

71

The Crisis Intervention Team Knowledge Network ECHO
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The Number Of Murders In Albuquerque 1990 To 2016
The Average Number Of
Murders In Albuquerque Is
45.3 Per Year

**

*

* 2015 FBI UCR Murder Numbers Do Not Include 4 Negligent Homicides
** 2016 Murder Numbers Are Not Official UCR Yet
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Recent Child Homicides In New Mexico
Victoria Martens - 2016

Nhi Nguyen - 2016

The Macarenas Children - 2016

Lilly Garcia - 2015

Ashlynne Mike - 2016
Villegas Mother & Children - 2016
Jayden Dayea - 2016
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The Types Of Murders In Albuquerque 2012 To 2016
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In Summary
•

•
•
•
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The Issues We Face
A Rising Number Of
Behavioral Health
Issues
A Rise In Crime
A Lack Of Trust And
Understanding
Inadequate Systems Of
Resources And Support

•
•
•
•

The Resources We Have
Highly Trained Field
Officers
The CIU Detectives &
Clinicians
The Crisis Outreach And
Support Team (COAST)
Project ECHO & Other
Partnerships
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Achievements We Have Made

77

The Challenges Ahead
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How Do We Build Systems Of Support?
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